CookTools

®

A collection of tools for mechanical designers

6 Apps in one!
FAN LAW CALCULATOR

`` Quickly determine new operating point from known quantities
`` Makes field calculations fast and easy

SOUND CALCULATOR

`` Compute LwA, dBA, sones and NC from octave band data
`` Distance from source can be modified to meet your needs

DUCT DESIGNER

`` Quickly calculate rectangular and round duct sizes
`` Enter CFM and limiting dimensions and Duct Designer will show

several solutions

UNIT CONVERSION

`` Choose from airflow, velocity, distance, pressure, weight, area,

temperature, power or volume

`` Input quantity and unit of measure
`` Unit conversion quickly calculates the most common conversions

AREA CALCULATOR

`` Compute section properties of round and rectangular shapes
`` Input one set of dimensions of either circular or rectangular shapes and Area Calculator

calculates other useful quantities

`` Allows quick estimating of sheet metal and insulation quantities

PSYCHROMETRIC CALCULATOR

`` Input altitude, temperature and humidity
`` Psychrometric calculator computes:
`` Pressure

`` Dry and wet bulb temperatures and dew point
`` Humidity in RH, lb/lb and grains/lb
`` Enthalpy, specific volume and density

Also access to CookSelect Mobile! See reverse for more info.

THE SMARTPHONE IS THE
NEW TOOLBOX
Apple

Android

MAKE SURE YOU HAVE THE LATEST
TOOLS IN YOURS
lorencook.com

CookSelect Mobile
Browser-based Fan Selection from your Smart
phone anywhere you have access to the internet!
Four easy steps!
``
``
``
``

Select by category, application or
model
Input CFM, SP and quickly view valid
selections
Click on any selection
Performance summary and Model info
at your fingertips

Want to share?
``
``
``
``

Engineering Cookbook
A convenient reference for HVAC designers
``

Fan Basics

``

System Design

``

Duct Design

``

Motors and Drives

``

Heating and Refrigeration

``

Formulas and Conversions

Download the Engineering
Cookbook now!

The 3rd Edition has 35% more content
Easy navigation with index, keyword search, image zoom and
more!

Tag fan for future reference
Save selection as a PDF
Attach to email
Send!

No need to wait until you get back to the office! PDF
is formatted in familiar Cook submittal style your
customers are used to!
CookSelect Mobile is built in to the CookTools menu
Download CookTools today!

HVAC Solution Pro
Integrated Air System Design and Fan Selection
Cook fans are now integrated into HVAC Solution Pro design software!
HVAC Solution Pro facilitates integrated HVAC system design.
``

Build your system graphically with drag-and-drop icons

``

Input required design load information

``

HVAC Solution Pro calculates airflow, static pressure and integrates selection of Cook fans!

``

Fan selections can be integrated with air handling units, coil selections, water side system parameters.

``

HVAC Solution Pro works the way HVAC designers think!

For more information visit: www.hvacsolution.com
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